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Abstract. Future forecasting methodologies and computational applications are applied for developing an interactive design framework in
campus planning process. The proposed computational design framework programs various design rules intended for producing buildings
with optimized capabilities to adapt to their future settings and meet
the functional requirements based upon future scenarios. The implementation of the computational framework for the future scenarios
based campus planning is introduced.
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1. Introduction
The planning of physical facilities and supporting infrastructures is based
upon a very definite commitment, from various stakeholders, to a future
which we hope will arrive. However, there is no certainty as to what it will
actually be. Because of the time and resources involved in this endeavour, it
requires a better method for envisioning and programming the most probable
future setting for which to design our buildings. It has been a challenge for
current decision makers in higher education to forecast various future alternatives for the institution in order to guide them to a preferred scenario that
meets the needs of tomorrow’s students (Dator, 2006). Collective statements
from various stakeholders’ future projections require interpretation so that an
ontological decomposition of the statements will provide structural ordinance for the categorization of potential futures (Gruber, 1993). In futures
studies, the necessary components for the process of projecting various futures are 1) appreciating the past, 2) understanding the present, 3) forecasting
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future aspects, 4) experiencing alternative futures, 5) envisioning the futures,
6) creating the futures, and 7) institutionalizing futures research. Four generic alternative futures employed for forecasting the future scenarios of institutions or community are 1) Continued Growth, 2) Collapse, 3) Disciplined,
and 4) Transformational. The four alternative futures are to be used as axiomatic measures to forecast a preferred future for a given campus. Each alternative future scenario has its own characteristics responding to various driving forces that propel the evolution of the campus (Dator, 2009). The inforinformation characterized by the driving forces in a future scenario becomes
the source for quantifying architectural program requirements in the planning of a future campus. It guides the application of design rules for the development of a future campus with the help of a three-dimensional modelling application, Rhinoceros 3D, and its plug-ins. The proposed future
scenarios based computational framework is employed to provide the convenience of experiencing and envisioning alternative futures. This computational framework is propelled by the dynamic comparison between 1) Future
scenarios (F), and 2) Actual present result (A) in a given time frame (Ti) as
shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. Dynamic comparison between future scenarios and actual present results

2. Futures Scenario Based Computational Framework
The proposed computational framework consists of 1) future scenarios, 2)
planning of program, 3) design rules, 4) projection, and 5) distribution as
shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2. A future scenarios-based computational framework

2.1. FUTURE SCENARIOS
Any future scenarios for a campus are the results of a number of driving
forces acting as space planning determinants. The driving forces that propel
a campus toward its future are identified as governance, environment, energy,
economy, population, technology and culture. Future scenarios for the campus can be constructed by the collective result of these driving forces. In action each driving force possesses a cause and effect relationship to the physical form of the campus.
2.2. PLANNING OF PROGRAM
With a future scenario provided in narrative format, simplified values for
population, economy and culture are filtered from the seven driving forces.
These extracted values become the source for projecting the enrolment at the
physical campus, financial resources allocated to the university facilities department and areas of university emphasis. The quantifiable values (i.e. enrolment and funds) are translated into the floor area of potential buildings for
campus development. The university emphasis is used to determine the function of the buildings to be developed. The major functions of the campus
have been categorized as 1) academic, 2) service, 3) housing, 4) recreation.
The functions of the campus are prioritized by the university emphases ex-
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tracted from the scenarios. Financial resources and the cost per square foot
also influence the size of buildable areas. Buildable areas are allocated to
each category of building function and divided into an appropriate number of
buildings. The number of buildings is determined using an acceptable range
of size depending on building function.

Figure 3. Planning of program based upon a future scenario

2.3. DESIGN RULES
Various design rules are investigated by observing the evolution of prototypical university campuses under the influence of driving forces. The driving
forces for the various campus changes were identified by analysing the relationship between the physical and operational elements of the campus. The
driving forces, along with other dimensions of higher education and universities were considered. These dimensions include: societal assumptions, mission, participants, pedagogy and available resources including physical
structures. The prototypical campuses are Cornell University, Harvard University, Stanford University and University of Virginia. The design rules are
applied and confirmed with the evolution of seven additional campus designs.

Figure 4. Prototypical campuses
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After the program has been planned, the possible financial resources and
space requirements for various subjects (i.e. academic, service, housing and
recreational unit) are determined for projected future campus. Furthermore,
the development pattern of the future campus, such as infill and dispersal, is
defined for applying design rules. The design rules allow a user to decide 1)
target placeholder for developing future campus buildings, 2) configuration
of the buildings with parametric changes, and 3) the arrangements of the
buildings to accept a range of potential future scenarios. The design rules direct the decision making process of the future campuses, considering districts, paths, edges, nodes, and landmarks of the campus (Lynch, 1960). In
this paper, districts are understood as a group of building clusters that have
some common characteristics. Paths are regarded as circulation or streets
that have different weight values which influence the selection of a target
placeholder and configuration of a building. Edges are the boundary conditions between two clusters. Edges delineate the configuration and arrangement of buildings. Nodes are the strategic foci in a campus where common
characteristics are concentrated forming the quads or malls of the campus.
Landmarks are key buildings to attract the target placeholder, influence the
configuration of buildings, and clues for their arrangement.
2.3.1. Development Pattern
The distribution of key buildings (landmark or seed buildings) is observed in
the development of various campus designs including the four prototypical
universities. It has been observed to follow either an infill or dispersal development pattern. The fluctuating distribution pattern is related to the
changes of campus population as shown in figure 5.

Figure 5. A development pattern of Stanford University campus with its population changes
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It shows that the development pattern acts opposite to the increase and
decrease of enrolment. The dispersal of key buildings happens when enrolment experiences a decreased rate, rather than both of them decreasing simultaneously. An infill pattern of development comes with an increase in enrolment. The infill and dispersal patterns are decided by the forecasted
population filtered from future scenarios, to guide the application of other
design rules. In each given time frame, the key building gravitates towards
quads or courtyards, which serve as centers for discerning the infill or dispersal distribution pattern. Walkability is a boundary condition between the
infill or dispersal distribution of seed buildings. In the infill pattern, seed
buildings are placed in proximity to the gravitated center within a walkable
radius, which is average 1300 foot and maximum 2400 foot radius (Spooner,
2011). The distribution of seed buildings is guided by concentric and axial
directional forces formed by strategic decisions, physical boundary conditions, and existing context.
2.3.2. Target Cluster Selection
According to the dispersal development pattern, a target cluster is selected to
allow a seed building to form a new cluster. The infill pattern requires the
building be added to a target cluster with existing buildings. The available
space within a cluster is prioritized for likelihood of development according
to its relationship with adjacent clusters. When there are existing constraints
or ongoing developments in any cluster, the clusters are defined as "occupied." When a candidate cluster has an unoccupied space that has three adjacency conditions such as 1) multiple occupied clusters, 2) one occupied cluster, and 3) no occupied clusters, the one adjacent to multiple occupied
clusters is preferred in the infill pattern. Within the target cluster, a target
placeholder for the seed building or additional building is defined by the circulation paths around the target cluster that have weighted influential values
according to their traffic capacity.

Figure 6. An example of target cluster selection and prioritizing
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2.3.3. Node Definition
Within the target cluster, a node such as courtyard, quad or mall is defined
for attracting buildings around it. The axial or concentric directional forces
direct the configuration of the node. Its location is decided by the seed building’s location. The locations of the additional buildings around the node are
defined by the proximity to existing buildings of similar function. In the
same proximity, the number of sides adjacent to the placeholder for creating
the node becomes a factor to decide the target location of the buildings.

Figure 7. An example of node definition

2.3.4. Building Arrangement and Configuration
The economy and governance of the university, such as centralized or decentralized, direct the arrangement of the buildings. The centralized form of
governance and dominant economic influence over administrative and developmental decisions lead building arrangement and configuration towards
larger buildings developed closer together. The decentralized form of governance and trivial economy influence lead to smaller buildings with more
diverse functions and a spread-out development pattern. In the building arrangement process, the existing key or seed buildings become the center of
the arrangement for forming a node. The configuration of the building is defined by the building placeholders in relation to its surrounding buildings
along the node.
2.3.5. Demolish, Lease, and Reassign
The decline of campus enrolment requires a reduction in the size of the physical campus. Additionally, advances in technology change square footage
requirements by transforming the function of the physical space. The reduction of useable area is achieved by 1) the demolition of unneeded spaces for
creating open area, 2) the reassignment of unnecessary buildings, and 3)
leasing to non-university functions. Buildings for reduction are selected with
the same selection process to the one for adding buildings.
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2.4. PROJECTION
After identifying the recurrent patterns and design rules from the campus design analysis (Alexander et al., 1977; Beirao & Duarte, 2005), the patterns
are translated into a computational framework (Gamma et al., 1995) that uses the quantified information from future scenarios as input for projecting
future alternatives. The projections are mainly performed within Rhinoceros
3D, a three-dimensional modelling application, and its scripting environment
called Grasshopper. Genetic Algorithms are employed for guiding the evolution of the alternative future campus designs based upon a fitness function
with various weighted values assigned to the parameters of the patterns and
the rules as shown in figure 8 (Park, 2008).

Figure 8. Computer process for projecting a campus evolution in massing

2.5. DISTRIBUTION
The proposed future scenarios-based computational framework includes real-time web-based distribution with the integration of 1) 3D back end, 2)
cloud based server, and 3) web-based front end as below. The current implementation of the distribution has been made with Rhinoceros 3D &
Grasshopper, Google Spreadsheet, and Processing, an open source programming language and integrated development environment (IDE).

Figure 9. a) shared image libraries

b) shared spreadsheet
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3. Evolution of UHM campus (1910 – 2060)
Using the proposed future scenarios based computational framework, a series of campus developments from 1910 to 2060 is generated per ten year
time frame for the University of Hawaii at Manoa.

Figure 10. Comparison of projected campus developments

The driving forces for each timeframe are expressed in terms of the four
alternative campus futures (i.e. Continued Growth, Collapse, Disciplined,
and Transformational). The sum of the forces indicates the trend for the
growth pattern of that time period. During the period from the beginning of
the University of Hawaii until the year 1920, the campus saw a diminished
increase of student enrolment and trivial economic control. These factors
generated a trend of disciplined growth. This trend shifted in the 1950s toward continued growth, when enrolment began to increase and statehood allowed for more stable and influential economic influences. This trend begins
to reverse in 2010, towards collapse, as indicated by a slight decline in enrolment. The forecasted future fifty years from now anticipates a transformational and collapse trend, due to increasingly centralized government and
dominant control of the economy.
4. Discussion
The future scenarios are described mainly for the purpose of demonstrating
the formal development of campus and are not necessarily an accurate representation of the result of the driving forces. Forecasted futures are different
from actual present results. The comparison between them is a critical factor
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for establishing the next scenario. This judgement is made by the stakeholders of campus development, which may be open to interpretation. In return,
it encourages more stakeholder participation and input for defining the parameters and constraints of future campus development. The scope of our
proposed framework is still limited by the set of available patterns or design
rules which have been extracted from the case studies of 12 universities in
the US. The design of the proposed framework considers the scalability of
patterns or design rules as observed in other case studies. Its scalability is
based upon the extensive usage of the driving forces in other cases. The enhancement of the framework is being made on its front end with improving
and updating its image library to more compatible abstract programming interface (API) with HTML5, SVG, or WebGL.
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